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Lobos Goodart, Dear
Win 2 Golf Tourneys
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
Mike Goodart and Terry Dear
both won impressive golf championships the week after tb Lobos finished a disappointing ninth
in the NCAA tournament.
Goodart won the Western Junior Amateur golf tournament with
four "SUb-par rounds in match play
hfter the qualifying for tlte preatigious event.
Dear won the Jaycee City Golf
Tournament in Albuquerque for
the second straight year by five
strokes over Albert Lovato who
will join coach Dick McGuire's
squad in the fall.
Both to Play at Hobbs
Both Mike and Terry will play
in the New Mexico State Amateur
in Hobbs later this summer and
one or both may play in the San
Juan Open at Farmington at the
end of July.
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Goodart has a full summer of
activity on tap, while Terry is
somewhat undecided about what
is in store for him between now
and the time school starts again.
Goodart will play in the West-·
ern Amateur, the Odessa, Tex.
pro-am with Roswell Country
Club golf. professional Jim Harris.
The Texas tourney is traditionally
the week of tt.e British Open.
Many of the professionals who
do not qualify or care about the
foreign title find an amateur partner and head for Odessa.
Lobos to be Stronger
Many think that the Lobos
will be ~uch stronger next year
than they were in 1967. Chuck
Milne, who won the freshman division of the Tucker Intercollegiate and then joined the National
Guard, will be back.
Milne is expected to be one of
the strongest players ever to attend school here. He will join
juniors Goodart and Dear in molding the backbone of the 1967-68
squad.
Steve Satterstrom and Dwaine
Knight will also be juniors after
getting much experience this
year. Dick Placek, a senior who
has seen some action, will compete.
Frosh to Compete
Off the freshman team are Socorro's Wes Wilkening and Silver
City's Drew Hunter who could
earn berths on the varsity in the
next couple of years. Jim Placek,
Dick's younger brother, will also
be a sophomore,
The first competition of the
year for the UNM linksters is the
Tucker Intercollegiate which will
be held at UNM in October.
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~~LECTED WORK by UN_M art studen~s is now on display in the University Art Museum in the
~me Arts C~nter. ~ R!et!ill•c sculpture silhouetted against a white background, a wildly-colored paintmg, al!d an 1mpress10mst1c wood sculpture are part of the work done by candidates for Master's de·
gr~es. m ar~. Alsp o~ display arc a collection of watercolors by Edward M. Skeats and a group of
pa1~tJng~: The Artists of ~ew Mexico." The Museum will open its fall displays with an exhibition
ent1tled L.A. to N.Y.: Drawmgs of the 1960's by Cady Wells. (Lobo Photo by Pawley)

They Don•t Serve Bones on
Rice at The College Inn

Or mystery pudding, Curly steak, Cherry pit pie,
College !nners eat like royalty, When you sign
into The College Inn, you sign into 3 squares a
day with full seconds on everything.
One more thing ••• they don't serve tapioca, eithar.
Besides terrific food, The College Inn has
single, double & triple occupancy
large off-street free parking
5-minute walk to campus
laundry facilities
SWimming pool
walk-in closels
maid service

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW!

Ray, 255-61147.

FURNISHED ho111e !or rent. Two bd.
rms. a: basement. Separate dining
room. Near Univen~ity. Call zs~n3 or
266-6!1119. 6/30; 7/7, 14.
SUMMER COOLNESS with roo1011 of Jux.
lilT; •wimming pool and central air-
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JJNM Art: Museum Striving
By GREG MacA LEESE
An emphasis on the quality,
not the quantity or popularity of
art in the UNM Art Museum is
the goal of Robert 0. Parks, the
new director.
Pat·ks, tlte former curator of
collections at the Ringling Museum of Art in Sarasota, Florida,
said that the most important
thing art museums can teach is
what quality means.
"W c wish to lay claim to leadership in' exposing to public view
works of art of all types and
periods that can be acknowledged
by faculty and professional staff
to have national and international
meaning," he said.
Parks to Teach Art
In addition to directing the Art
Museum, Parks will also teach in
the UNM art department. "I'm
eagerly anticipating my return to
academic life," he said. "It's something that I really missed while
I was curator at the Ringling 1\luseum." He will teach Italian Ba•
roque Art beginning second semester.
Parks said that the UNM Art

Museum is quite different from
othet• college museums and the
Ringling Museum because it is
intended primarily for people who
have a fundamental knowledge of
art.
Works "In Mainstream"
"The first responsibility of an
academic museum is to complement and supplement the resources of the educational institution that houses it. Therefore,
we plan to exhibit works that relate to the mainstream of Western culture and that are not solely of lovable and respectable local
consequence," he said.
Pat•ks credits the Art Museum's
first director, Van Deren Coke,

Dance
A Wednesday night dance,
part of the UNM Summer
Fare program, will be held
Wednesday, July 19., in the
Union Ballroom. The Sunday
Funnies will provide the music
for the dance, which will be
from 8 to 10 p.m. Dress is
casual.
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and Clinton Adams, dean of the
College of Fine Arts, for provid·
ing an excellent foundation for
future development of the Museum.
"I want to see that the tradition of excellence that they have
,established is maintained," he
stated.
This summer the Art Museum
has scheduled an exhibition of
Edward .M. Skeats' watercolors,
selected works by students of the
UNM department of art, and a
collection of paintings entitled
"The Artists of New 1\lexico."
These will be on display until
August 11. The Museum will reopen in the fall with an exhibition entitled "L.A. to N.Y.:
Drawings of the 1960's," by Cady
Wells.
Of the future, Parks simply
states, "students and all other
persons in our part of the world
whose interests arc serious, cosmopolitan and up-to-date should
find our Art Museum exhilarating
-which, after all, is what every
work of art ever created was originally intended. to be."

was designed to place the emphasis in education on the learning process and the acqui!!ition
of knowledge instead of on competition for high grades. Could
By MELISSA HOWARD
such a system accomplish this
Willingness to teach one or more goal?"
courses under a pass-fail gl·ading
"Motivation for learning is insystem was indicated by 21 of 38 fluenced only partially by grades
UNM professors responding to a . . . most students would much
recent Lobo poll.
rather have some concrete indicaQuestionnaires were sent to tion of their performance and resixty members of the summer lative standing," one professor
school faculty, surveying famili- said,
·
arity with the pass-fail grading
Grades, Learning Uelated
system, willingness to experiment
"All through life we are graded
with it, and opinions about its and judged. College should be a
positive or negative effects.
preparation for life. Furthel·Thirty-two of the professors more, it has been my experience
were familiar with the pass-fail that high grades and learning go
systemJ although only six had together," another faculty memtaught under it previously. Twen- ber said.
ty-seven faculty members felt
"Undoubtedly pass-fail would
that some COUl'Ses in their depart- contribute to a more relaxed atments could be taught on a pass- mosphere and possibly to wider
fail basis,
investigation of subjects by the
Effective In Seminars
student. Whether, in some objecSeveral respondents indicated tive sense, total learning would
that pass-fail would be most ef- be increased is highly questionfective in uppe~ level, graduate, able," a professor commented.
and honors semmars.
The most pessimistic view of
Only eight professors answered pass-fail was expressed this way:
"yes" to the statement, "Pass-fail
(Continued on page 2)

If's About Time for Pass-fail
ABOUT 55 PER CENT of UNM faculty members surveyed
in a recent Lobo poll indicated willingness to teach undel"
a pass-fail grading system. The po11 is by no means a repre~
sentative sample of faculty opinion; 60 questionnaires were
sent at random, and only 88 replies were received.
Nevertheless, the poll reflects increasing optimism among
American educators and students about the advantages of a
grading system which eliminates some of the competition
for high marks and encourages academic exploration.
A no-grade policy is not universally a good idea. Graduate school requirements, honor societies, transcripts, employment applications, and the draft board all require a
shorthand method of evaluating a student's progress and
ability. In addition, students are undoubtedly motivated by
the requirements of letter grades and appreciate the professors' evaluation of their work.
But the process of education is not a production line, and
students do not work solely for the benefit of graders. Many
students are equally interested in acquiring knowledge,
broadening their interests and capabilities, discovering new
ideas-in short, all the familiar cliches of the purpose of
education.
THE PASS-FAIL GRADING system can change some of
these cliches into reality. The intangible benefits of college
can exist within the traditional classroom environment, not
just in the words of commencement speakers and college
catalogues.
(Continued on page 4)

Plea Is Heard for Bi-lingual Education
By GREG STEPHENSON and
CHUCK UEYNOLDS

tne olcl0$t Indian Sliop on the plaza
Located between La Placita ond
La Hacienda Restaurants
We deal only in select

242-6044

(Editor's note: This is the fifth
and final article in The Lobo's
series on pass-fail grading systems.)

us!

separate wings for men & women
air conditioning & quiet
private dining rooms
recreatianalloungu
wall-to-wall carpeting
quality furnishings
calor tv lounges
study rooms

FURN1SHED COTTAGE. One bd. rm.
close to Campii!L $65 per IDODtb, owner
PIIYS ntiHtieo•. Available JnJ.y 1. Can Mm.
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achers
Okay Pass-Fail

Toward Quality and Meaning

FOR SALE
LOOKING for a New Car? Contact Lanny
Corter at Kiva Rambler. Home phone
298-11134. 6/16, 23, 30; 7/7, 14.
TYPEWRITER: Brand ne\v POrtable Un·
derwood Olivetti. Pica ~ Red a:
Black. Phone 255-1&25. 7/7, 14..
FOR RENT

Graduate

UNM

coME
TO SEE

CLASSJFJED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 66f--4 times,
lnlertiona
must be •ubm1ttcd b7 noon on day before
publication to Room 1U9, Student Publicationa Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
SERVICES
TYPEWIDTER storage during the sammer. Insa:red and bonded. Alao typewriter oaks & service, an makes, with
20% discount with this ad. Free pickup
a: delivery. E 4 E Typewriter Service,
2217 Colli SE. Phone 24&.0588.
HELP WANTED
TEACHERS wanted, Southwest, entire
West and Alaska.. Salaries $5400 op. Free
registration, Southwest Teaohen; .Ageney, 1303 Central Ave. NE.
WE are looking for a well-trained, imagin.
ative ttacller for unusual and 'n!laxed
cooperative
preschool
kindergarten.
Mominn only, Can 268-1407 ...-enlnga.
6/30 '{1/7
FULL TIJIE-PAE.T TIJIE
Giri< over 18 !or New Line: New Training: Extm high pay: Can be superviwr
in 2 months. :Minimum pay $100. per
morith, Call: D'Amico Entel1>riaes, 255-

conditioning.
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CELEBRATE NATIONAL
TAVERN MONTH AT
OKIE
OE'S

4541. 7/7-8/4.

Spanish and Mexican
Wrought Iron and Gifts
102 Romero

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
:_~n~,
CLEANING
..
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WANT ADS
n.oo.

Central at Rio Grande NW

A Complete
Line of
INDIAN MADE
MOCCASSINS

JU•

VE:TERANS
Q-1 am enrolled in Graduate
School under the Gl Bill at the
state university, How many hours
must I attend school to qualify
for the full educational allowance?
A-'l'his is not prescribed by
the law. The Veterans Administration will accept the certification of the school as to whether
or not the student is attending
full-time, half-time or quartertime, and pay educational allowance accordingly.

listen to KUNM

-Traditional
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prehistoric Indian populations,
Texans, hippies, and Anglo traders and settlers.
(Editor's note: Two Lobo staff
The parish priest for the area
members, on a recent trip to
northern New Mexico, conducted is a native of Segovia, Spain,
several interviews with individ- Padre Benedicto Cuesta. He has
uals in that area. The interviews recently been working on a projhave led to this series about the ect to bring UNM musicians to
cultural ppsition and activity of the village for performances of
f h
traditional Spanish music.
Spanish speaking segments 0 t c
The purpose of these concerts
population, and the problems •
·
•
which they arc facing in various IS to bring to the vJ!lagers art
awareness and pride of their
areas.)
Spanish heritage, and also to
Arroyo Seco, one of a number raise funds for the restoration of
of Northern New Mexican vii· the centuries-old parish church.
!ages with roots in 17th century
Padre Cuesta, like so rnany
Spain, is a small community about Northern New Mexicans, has been
15 miles northwest of Taos.
long concerned about preserving
The village has proceeded in its Spanish traditions and bridging
day-to•day activities relatively the cultural gap existing between
~Undisturbed after centuries of
the Spanish and the so-called
contact with man-y' cuttuta~ t~a~i· ~ ~rlglp ~etitlgeg, . 1 ; .. : • , l ·
";
including
skiing
Europeans,
·
1 In h1s efforts to provide th!l .
tions,
.
.
. ' . .

.

.

greatest potential opportunity known to the Spanish speaking
for creative growth in both tradi- resident of Northern New Mexico.
tions, Padre Cuesta regards hiSuch giants as Cervantes,
lingual and bicultural education Ruben Dorio, Garcia Lorca, Goya,
as the major hope for the citizens El Greco, and Velasquez, whose
of that area.
names we mentioned in our casual
Padre Cuesta related to us a conversations
with
residents
comment made to him by one of there, remain unrecognized by
the men of the village: "The them in spite of the wide use of
Northern New Mexican is in a the Spanish language.
Padre Cuesta indicated that the
unique position. He is forgotten
by the Spanish, despised by the older residents still retained an
Mexicans, and used by the An- excellent command o£ the Spanglos."
ish language which is comparable
Padre Cuesta added that it is to the ability of a resident of an
a paradox :that the Northern exclusively Spanish speaking
New Mexican is in such a frus- country,
trating position when he is born
The younger generation has
into two great cultural move- faced a different set of circummenta.
stances, he said. Job opportunOur discussions with individuals ities and schools have become
indicated that the literary al')d more and morEl oriented and
ai:tistic.· tr;11aitio,l)s existing dn. tl\.~ J ~ biased toward English-speaking
HispapiC( .\'fl?t;l!f are. relatively un- emphasis.
,,•,

.

•

N. M.

"New Mexico is sUpposedly attempting to preserve the richness
of both cultures with bi-lingu~
education statutes. The attempts
have been ineffective and vague,"
Padre Cuesta said.
"The bi-lingual system in northern New Mexico has resulted in
illiteracy in two languages/' he
added.
Children growing up without
a command of either language
find it difficult to identify with
either culture, and lose the best
aspects of the two traditions, he
said.
Padre Cuesta commented that
there is presently no program in
his village for bi-lingual education. ' 1The whole situation in
Northern New Mexico, political,
social and economic, is related
to this question of bi-lingual edu_,
cation," he said.
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Arab, Israeli Students in U.S.
·Hurd's Johnson to Star Consider
Returning to Homelands
In Arts and Crafts Fair

.

Lobo
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WASiirNG"J'dill', 1 t>~ci.; July 5
(CPS)-The tli!imissM of, 14 students and five faculty members
by How~rd, University has drawn
the atter~tion of both the American Association · of University
Professors and the American

Civil Liberties Union.
Howard, which also suspended
three other students, said the students and faculty members were
"disruptive of the basic educational proce~s of the University.''
There were several demonstrations at Howard earlier this year,
including one against Selective
Service Director Lewis B; Her:;;hey.
A.AUP to Mediate
.. ).
Thomas Truss of the AAUP
said his organization bas only
begun to investigate the Howard
case. The faculty members in·
volved have filed a complaint with
(Continued From Page 1)
"The dismal quality of ability and the AAUP. The AAUP',s first step
preparation as well as motivation will be to go to the Howard adof most students at most of the ministration and attempt to reuniversities in this country quite solve the case, If that fails, the
unfortunately seems to necessi- organization may consider further
tate the use of grades to provide investigations and eventually possome minimal motivatiop for sible blacklisting.
The ACLU has asked for the
most filtudents to perform and reinstatement
of the faculty memlearn.
bers
and
students,
pending' a hearPass-Fail a Failure
ing,
and
agreed
to
accept any re"Until the overwhelming major- quests for help. The
ACLU conity of studepts begin to think of
demned
Howard
for
barring
the
and use college as a place to faculty members and students
learn rather than a place to have without due process and the right
fun, avoid the draft, avoid en- to
exercise free speech.
tering the world of work for a
.Administration "Crushes" ·.
while, or to obtain the paper
One
of the five . fired profescredentials for employment, a nosors,
Andress
Taylor; called the
grade or pass-fail syatem of
dismissals
"persecution
of Negro
marking would be a failure.''
Another professor pointed out students and faculty members for
that the pass-fail grading sys- exercising responsibility. I like
tem places more emphasis on the students but the administrastandardized tests for admission tion crushes them."
to graduate schools. "Standard- · JeRoyd W•. (Jay) Greene, one
ized tests are not more equitable of the ousted students and a leadto the student or better predic- er of several campus protest detors of performance than the pre- monstrations this year, said the
students would fight the case to
sent grading system," he said.
the U.S. Supreme Court. ''There
Subsidizes Medif)(:rity
to be no other way-short
seems
Several faculty members stated
of
burning
the campus down-to
that pass-fail encourages and
reach
the
minds
of the adminissubsidizes mediocrity.
Pass-fail grading is only one tration, the students, and the
step toward improving the atmos- press that we are being supphere of education and should be pressed both academically and
accompanied by other reforms to humanly."
'5e effective, several professors
said.
One professor indicated that
the pass-fail option would only
be used for courses in which a student feared he could not make an
A or l3, and that a P grade would
only equal a low C or D.
Favors Poor Students
Another said, "the pass-fail
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)
system favors the poorer student -The Central Intelligence Agenacademically since instructors are cy wants the National Student
often reluctant to mark fail when Association to get out of the
the student deserves only a D.''
building it has been providing
Several faculty members hesi- NSA rent-:free. But NSA would
tate to apply pass-fail grading on rather the CIA severed its ties
a partial basis, by allowing only with the building.
" upper-classmen and graduate stuNSA President W. Eugene
dents (or conversely, only fresh- Groves said that two years ago
men) to take selected courses for the Independence Foundation, a
a P or F grade, or by limiting it conduit of funds between the CIA
to courses outside of major and and NSA, gave NSA a rent-free
minor fields.
lease for 15 years. Now they've
Faculty Divided
asked NSA to leave, after NSA
. ~he UNM summer faculty was revealed its CIA ties earlier this
d1vrded, 15 to 14, on the idea of year.
applying pass-fail grades only to
"Our position," said Groves, "is
courses outside a student's ma~ that we have legal rights to this
jor or minor fields. Several pro~ building, that it was an asset
fessors pointed out that this given to us."
would complicate
admissions
Richard Stearns, NSA Internaproblems in graduate schools and tional Affairs Vice President, said
place too much emphasis on stan- NSA could stick to the present
dardized tests.
lease arrangement, which he
Eighteen professors disagreed called "iron-clad.'' But Groves
with ~he idea of limiting the pass- said NSA wants to end the CIA's
fail option to juniors and seniors
ties to the building, if possible.
while eleven were in favor. Sev:
Groves said NSA wants either
eral said that if the pass-fail idea to purchase the remaining mortis valid, the nature of the course gage on the building or to find
is more important than class another organization without
rank.
CIA funding to replace the In(. Professors Should Know
dependence Foundation as landNineteen out of 25 professors lord.
The CIA apparently wants
felt that they should be told NSA out completely and Groves
which students are taking a said negotiations are now 1'at the
courl:!e for a pass-fail grade if the
attorney level.''
class were mixed.
He said he also expects the CIA
The faculty was almost un- to use "any means they can" to
animously opposed to allowing
the NSA Congress, . which
students to change to pass-fail get
meets this sunnrtet; to order the
system in the middle of a semester. The 27 out of 28 professors NSA stall' out of the building.
agreed that this would make a
P grade equivalent to a D or C, Q-I am receiving a VA pension
instead of representing all grades check as a widow. The words "unremarried widow,'* have been re•
:trom A to D.
The pass-fail grading system is moved from my check. Does this
used at about 30 American col• mean I ·can continue to get a
leges and universities to focus at- pension if I remarry?
tention on the ac(luisition of A-Remarriage of a widow causes
knowledge by allowing students her pension payments to stop at
to take courses without endanger· the end of the month before thl:l
month in which she r~m~,trr,i!lll!·
iJ]g their grade-point averages.

Faculty Approves
U~ Poss~Fail Trial
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The sixth annual New Mexico
Arts and ,Crafts Fair, feawring
Peter Hurd's portrait of PresidentJohnson, will be held August
4, 5, and 6 in Albuquerque's Old
Town Plaza.
·
Over 150 of New Mexico's top
artists and craftsmen will exhibit
their work .in booths set up
around the Plaza. In addition, 71
of the state's outstanding art
students in grades one through
twelve will be represented at the
Youth E:lthibit. Several UNM
faculty members arid students will
have art on display.
"Crossroads" Is '}'heme
The theme of this year's fair,
which is designed to encourage
. recognition of New Mexico a:rt,; ists and craftsmen, is ''Crossroads
· of Three Cultures."

CONCERT HALL
By spe~ial arrangement with the Santa Fe Opera Company, the -Concert Hall has
been authonzed to offer five hundred (500} choice seats for the concert on friday, July
21, to the first five hundred students, faculty and staff at $1. EACH.
_The co~cert to be performed by the Santa Fe Opera Company qrchestra, chorus
·
and mternatronally famous soloists• will include·I
•

The fair is also aimed at cultivating a wider public interest
in Southwestern arts and crafts
and at encouraging young people t() appreciate arts and crafts
derived from the basic cultures
of New Mexico.
All of the artists, with the exception of the student artists, who
were selected by their · teachers,
were selected by a stapdards committee composed of a-rtists and
craftsmen representing groups
from throughout the state.
Hurd Painting Displayed
An added attraction of this
year's fair will be artist Peter
Hurd's controversial portrait of
President Johnson. It will be part
of the Keynote Exhibit which will
feature the paintings of the artists who ::formed the core of the

'===..,.,.,.,..,.,.--

Mozort
Sinfonia Concertante in EB Major for Violin and Viola, K. 364
Soloists; Brenton Lcmgbein and Octavio Corti
A. Allegro maestoso
Andante
C. Presto ,

a.

original Taos art colony.
A partial list of UNM faeulty
and · et~dent members wh& wiU
take part in the fair include~! Carl
E. Paak, ~soeiate professor of
art alld ceramics.
UNM Students Pllrticipat&
Others include Hazel W. White,
doctoral student; Thomas Perk~
insoJJ., graduate student at UNM;
Richard Hyalin, student; and
Nicholas D. Stois, and equipment
specialist at Sandia Base who
attends evening classes at UNM.
In addition to the many exhibits
several special events, including
Indian bread baking, colorful in·
ter-tribal Indian dances, special
play productions, Spanish dancers
and wandering bands of mariachi
singers will be featured at this
year's fair.
James H. Foley is this year's
chairman. Mrs. George Carmack
i:s vice chairman and Mrs. Dan
Ely is director. Mrs. Richard
Baker, plaza coordinator, is general chairman of the special
events programs.

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

Walton
Facade-'-An entertainment with poems. by Edith' Sitwell, (by arrangement
.
with the Oxford University Press)

WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) ately. But he said they would return home if the ·war intensified.
-Arab apd. Israeli students at
At Wayne State U,UYersity in
several colleges conaidered retura- Detroit, Mich., an eltimated 50
inc to t1aeir homeland• w fight ift Je~ab and Anbift ..tud~ta
tbe Middle East war. b~ the ap- pla~~ned to return '-'-· Some
pttrent q¥ict end to ·the ~hting Mill """ w~ co • fat;mera so
last mollth may have kept man1 tMt the reeidenta ......W be able
te tlcht.
of thenrill tlte U.S.
Approximately 25 Univel'llity
At Oklah&ma State University,
of
Michigan students volunteered
Tarig Al-Rawi, president of the
their
services to help meet the
Arab studenta league, said last
Israeli
labor shortage caused by
week that students did not plan
to interrupt their studies jmmedi- the military mobilization.

Eckert's Inc.
At University Heights is open Friday night until 8 o'clock.
Savings vp to 50% on odds and ends.
Bedtrays
Ashtrays
Dinnerware
lampshades

Decorotlve Pillows
Smoking Stonds

Lamps
Mugs
Stools
Place Mats

Decor 0 ~iV.~ !J,Folls
Waste•Be~skets
;] ~r:f··
...j

"l

f

ECKERT'S INC.
3225 Central Ave. NE

Reciter: Vera Zorina
Bach
Secular Cantata

207 (for the nameday of King Augustus, Elector of Sazony)

AT MILLER'S LTD.
,.

Soloists: Saramae Endich, Helen Vanni, Charles Bressler,
Peter Harrower

~:""

SEMI·ANNUAL

i

Verdi
Te Deum
The remaining top price tickets of $7.50 and $5.50 ore also offered at one-half
price to the university community.

Concert Hall Box ~ffice open 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Daily Monday through Thursday,
and through Curtam Time (8:30 P.M.) Friday, July 21.

CIA Evicts NSA

From Its Building

AND
dancers, pinata parties, mariachi bands,
and a free children's theater program highlight this year's sixth
annual New Mexico Arts and Crafts Fair, schoouled for August
4-6 at Old Town Plaza in Albuquerque. Arts and crafts by artists
of New Mexico's three cultures will be on display and for sale
ln over 100 booths. The Fair's theme is "Crossroads of 'l1tree
Cultures.''

A

I!

• No While Zlllitplaallds'i
oa lhe Pl'embes!
• A 'l'nank·l'uU
ol Values!
• Pachydermlc
Price•Calsl

TIES
All $Z.SO Tits
bducetl • .• .•..•

25·Ol/0

Slight Chorte for
Alterotionf on
40% oncl SO% off
Suit• oncl Spart1coat1

GROSSETT'S
FRENCH DIP
2216 Central SE

PAJAMAS

(The little shop in the middle of 'he block)

LARGE
LEMONADE

SUMMER
SPECIAL

i

Short Utav•

IC.llte

I

Free Parking at Park & Shop
Lot Around Corner

NEW LOCATION, •.
314 Gold Avenue, S.W.

Next to the Bank of
New Mexico Building.

LONG SLEEVE ·DRESS
SHIRT8-40% OFF

I

SPORT SHIRTS
Short Sleeve

GREATLY REDUCE.D

One Group
Reduecd . . . . . . . . • •

:.':.'~:..:~~~~.............

'

S9¢

finer men's weol'

3124 CENTRAL EAST
.'

I

' .

BEEF OR
65¢ BARBEQUE

WATCH FOR OPENING OF GROSSETT'S #2
DOWNTOWN-317 FIFTH SW

n4 Gold Avenue, S.W. Downtown
Albuquerque, New Mexico

l
l

30o/o

ROBES-50°/o

PASTRAMI
OR HAM

~tttttntu's

3311.:t;3 ot70

DINNER JACKETS

I

30%. TO~ OFF
SOITS-5POR1 COAT5TROUSER5-5HORT5-KNIT
SHIRTS

SCANDINAVIAN DESSERTS
Blueberry or Cherry 25c

'.

HOURS •••
Monday thru Friday
9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Saturday
!l A.M. to 1 P.M.

Lell!th

·BOXER SHORTS

\

'.

3311.'{;3 01
10
2501
. . . . . . . •. .
/0

Lonf Sleeve
Reduced ......... ,
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... It's About Time lor Pass-fail
( C<>ntinued From Page 1)

I

f

A university as diverse as UNM can benefit from the application of pass-fail grades in several fields. Specifically, a
P-F system should allow students to take extra courses in
subjects which interest them without fear of lowering their
grade-point averages in competition with majors in the field.
It would be difficult, and probably not particularly beneficial, to apply pass-fail to a student's major and minor fields.
A student chooses a major because he has a proven ability
in that field, and because he thinks be can make good
grades in it. He-and his future employers-need to knaw
just how well be is doing.
Courses required for all undergraduates by University
regulations are specifically designed to introduce students
to broad fields and to the atmosphere of college work. The
first two years of college are crucial to a student's future
progress, determining whether he stays in school and what
field he chooses. For this reason the traditional letter-grade
rating is probably most effective.
There are many courses in the UNM curriculum which
would function better under a broader basis of evaluation.
Honors seminars and the special freshman course planned
for next fall are based on student-faculty discussions of
chosen readings. The emphasis is on general participation
and individual prog1·ess, not on memory work and objective
testing, so these courses do not require letter grades.
The SAME IS TRUE of upper-division and graduate seminars, research and problems courses, and special workshops.
These courses are not designed for rigid grading. How can a
professor rate-on a B or C basis-such intangibles as interest, participation, and preparation for a seminar discussion?
In addition, most major fields require many hours of related electives, and most students are able to fit it at least
one course each semester which is not required by anything
but their own interest. A pass-fail grading system should
be applied to these non-required courses.
Institution of a pass-fail grading system would have to be
approved by a vote of the UNM faculty. Dr. Ferrel Heady,
academic vice-president, has suggested that each college
should decide how pass-fail was to be used in its departments, since the program cannot be applied on a Universitywide basis.
Many professors equate pass-fail grading with mediocrity,
fearing that students would never work without the motivation of the race for good grades. Applying pass-fail on an
elective basis in certain courses would probably disprove
t,b.is. If students are not allowed to change to pass-fail status
in the middle of a semester-when they realize that their
grades are not high enough-a pass grade will truly represent all grades from A to D, not just a euphemism for
CorD.
ABOUT 30 AMERICAN colleges and universities have experimented with pass-fail grades in recent years. Most of
them, including the prestige Ivy League schools and the
University of California, report favorably on the system. It
is about time that UNM gave some thought to the idea.

Concert Hall Sets Low Ticket Rates
The UNM Concert Hall has
been authorized to offer 500 tickets at a special price of $1 to
UNM student)'l, faculty, and staff
for a performance of the Santa
Fe Opera C!Jmpany Orchestra,
and Chorus on Friday, July 21,
in the Concert Hall.

The tickets will be on sale Monday, July 17, through Thursday,
July 20, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
until 8:30 p.m. Friday in the
Concert Hall box office. The :remaining top price tickets of $7.50
and $5.50 are also offered at half·
price to the University community.

SDS Convention
Declares Federal
Interference Bod
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (CPS)The student power movement
must be radicalized by connecting
the questions of student influence
in universities with government
and military interference in university administrations.
That's the feeling of many delegates to the national convention
of Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), which met last week
at the University of Michigan.
Several hundred delegates discussed the radical student group's
policies in international and
domestic issues.
The delegates approved a proposal to begin plans for a nationwide student strike against the
Viet Nam war, to be held next
spring. They voted, however, to
let the organization's national
council meeting next December
make the final decision on whether to call the strike, depending on
the level of support among member chapters.
Lack of Democracy Cited
One of the main goals of the
. strike call will be to bring out
the connection between lack of
democracy on campuses and the
involvement of many universities
with the political and military
"establishment," an SDS official
said.
The idea for a national strike,
he said, grew out of the recent
"rash of spontaneous uprisings
against such things as recruiting
by the Dow Chemical Company
and the military services." Students as several campuses have
staged protests or set up counter-propaganda tables near recruiting booths fo:r these agencies.
Student Power Not Conservative
By connecting the issue of student power movement with offcampus issues, particularly the
VietNam war, SDS seeks to prevent the student power effort
.from becoming a conservative
force. The movement can lose its
Tadicalism "if it limits itself to
on-campus issues only," an SDS ·
spokeman said.
Student power, he said, can
simply "help students become better elitists by fitting into student-faculty-administration com•
mittees!'
Many SDS members have felt
that concern over limited university reform measures was simply
a "liberal" attempt to patch up
restrictive university systems,
rather than a "radical' questioning of the entire system.
The SDS convention also approved a resolution which promised the organization's support to
any serviceman who desires to
create ''opposition and disruption
within the army" or to leave the
armed forces and "go underground."
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Better Loving
Through Chemistry
By ARTHUR HOPPE
San Francisco Chronicle

Army Chemical Warfare scientists, in their constant struggle to
make this old world a better place to live, have come up with a fiendish
new weapon-BZ.
BZ, according to vress :reports, is a psychedelic drug similar in its
effects to LSD. When sprayed on an enemy population, it would "turn
them on," as the current phrase has it, thus effectively destroying
their will to resist.
While BZ would unquestionably revolutionize warfare, our society
has an ingrained abhorrance of chemical weapons. And it is doubtful
that BZ would ever be employed again after its first battle test, which
let us say, takes place in that embattled bastion of democracy, West
Vhtnnng.
General Zapp (rubbing his hand13); Total victory ju11t like that! To
think that every one pf those dread Viet-Narian guerrillas laid down
his arms in a thrice-thanks to BZ.
Scene: The capital of Sag On. General Zip K. Zapp, head of the U.S.
Strategic Tactical Command, arrives from the Pentagon for the surrender ceremonies,
Aide: Yes sir, of course ...
General Zapp: And no public outcry at home. Even the bleeding
hearts agree that it's better than napalm. Ob, we've now got the most
humane weapon the world's ever seen.
Aide: Yes sir, but , , •
General Zapp: All sl!t? Tee-vee? Still cameras? Life magazine?
Fine, Bring in the famed head of the dread Viet-Narian guerrillas
General Hoo Hee, and I will accept his abject surrender.
'
The doors open and Gene:ral Hoo Bee, wearing a beard, a capo nnd

scandals, danc«;~s happily in, the bella around hi$ neck tinkling nt.o...,n;y.
General Zapp: General Hoo, you have fought bravely and brilliantly
for the past 47 years and I will now, as military courtesy demands,
accept your sword, sir.
General Hoo: Have a ftower, man.
General Zapp: Look here, General. You're not supposed to give me
a tlower, You're supposed to give me your sword.
General Roo: I want to share the beauty of this flower with you,
man. My heart is filled with love.
General Zapp: Damn it, Hoo, my government won fair and square
and I'm entitled to your 5word.
•• General Hoo: Government? Who needs it? Everybody's beautiful,
man. I'm beautiful. You're beautiful , . •
General Zapp: (angrily): I am not beautiful! Get this nut out of
here. Bring in our loyal General Boo Dat Don Dar. Now that we've
achieved total victory, we must get on with building a viable, democracy here with a well-trained, mechanized army to defend this key
to southeast Asia as global strategy demands.
General Hoo Dat Don Dar (dancing in): Take a ftower, man. Take
any ftower, Oh, my heart is filled with love and human brotherh!IQd.
Gilneral Zapp (to his aide): Take a cable to the Pentagon: "Urgently recommended you destroy all stock of BZ immediately. Evidence
conclusive this diabolical weapon could destroy our way of life."
Aide: You mean our American way of life, sir?
General Zapp: No damn it. I mean that of us Pentagon strategists.

La Dolce Vita-by Frank Jacome
1

•
~·

WESTMORELAND: Yeah, w~re making a lot of progress, slowly but steadily.

..
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WASHlNGTON, D.C. (CPS)
-Representatives of five national
organi~ations have agreed to a
tentative statement on the academic freedom of students.
The statement endorses such
rights as a student role in policymaking and due process for students in disciplinary cases.
The five organizations are the
American Association of Colleges
(AAC), the American Association of University Professors
(AAUP), the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators, the National Asi!O•
ciation of Women's Deans and
Counselors, and the National Student Association (NSA). The
statement was prepared by one
representative from each group
and must be agreed to by each
organization's membership.
AACAgrees
Perhaps the most significant
thing about the statement is the
agreement of the American Association of Colleges representative.
The AAC is composed of small
liberal arts colleges, where the
abridgement of student rights is
often most extensive.
Some. of the major provisions of
the report include:
-A long list of due process requirements in major cases, including putting the burden of

proof on the college and guaranteeing the student's right to defend himself.
-The right to attend college
without regard to race, to invite
speakers of students' own choosing, and to have complete freedom of off-campus action without fear of university pUllishment for the violation of civil
laws.
Protects From Bad Grading
-Protection of students from
01 arbitrary and Jlrejudiced" grading by professors.
-A free student press, When.
ever possible, the statement says,
student newspapers should be
legally and financially autonomous from the university as a
separate corporation. When this
is not possible, the statement
urges a student press sufficiently
autonomous to remain a vehicle
for freedom of inquiry and expression.
It took the drafting committee
almost a year to iron out the disagreements between the groups.
NSA's representative on the committee, National Affairs Vice
President Ed Schwartz, said
NSA and the AAC were usually
on opposite sides of most of the
arguments, with the AAUP somewhere in the middle. Schwartz
said the committee clashed over

New Program to Aid
Handicapped Persons
A new program training teachers to work with physically handicapped persons is being developed by the department of guidance
and special education in the UNM
College of Education.
A

$20,000 development grunt

the u.s. Office of Educatto.n is supporting the work in
this area, Dr. George Keppers,
chairman of the department, said.
Dr. Rice to Work
Dr. Don M. Rice has been
named to the faculty to work
with the State Department of
Education, the Albuquerque Public Schools and other local school
systems, and with such institutions as the Carrie Tingley Hospital and the Los Lunas Training
School in the implementation of
the program, l)r. Keppers said.
The University plans to offer
considerable field work to students in the specialized teaching
area, he said.
Dr. Rice also will teach a course
this fall in teaching the neurologically imJlaired child. Cerebal
palsy victims naost commonly
come under this classification.
Techniques Differ
Teachers who specialize in instructing persons with physical
handicaps-the result of mness,
accident, or congenital defectsmust learn to use a wide range of
techniques and materials different
from the standard classroom variety, l)r, Rice said.
"What it comes to is developing an individual teaching program for each case/' he said.
The range of occupations for
teachers trainl!d in these skills
is not limited to school-age children, Dr. Rice said. There is much
to be done with pre-schoolers and
with adults in the area of rehabilitation.
Graduate Program Set
The new program at UNM will
be conducted largely on the
graduate level. However, some
undergraduate work in the area
will be offered, Dr. Keppers said.
"The new Mea we are developing is one part of the total program of special education,'' he
said. "We have found that generally, in special education classes,
no oM single faeoor can account
for all of the learning problems
of the child.''
With the addition of Dr. Rice
to the faculty and development
of the program for the physically
impaired, the UNM special edu·
:t!'<>tn

cation and guidance department
will offer teacher training for
work with both the physically
handicapped and the emotionally
disturbed, and in pe:rsonal, vocational, and educational counseling.
$96,500 Received
Dr. Keppers said the department is planning to add work in
vocational rehabilitation in the
future.
The $20,000 development grant
brings to $96,500 the total in federal assistance which the depa:rtment will have for 1967-68. Most
of the money apart; from the
grant will go into seven undergraduate traineeships and nine
fellowships at the maste:r's and
post-master's level.

two major points.
Escape. Clause Cited
The AAC wanted to include
several statements that student
rights and freedoms would vary
from campus to campus. The
other organizations thought thilil
might be used as an escape clause
to ignore the Tecommendations of
the statement.
Finally, all :references w thilil
were dropped except one and it
was changed to read that procedures "may vary from campus to
campus, but the minimal standards of academic freedom of students outlined (in the statement)
are essential to any community
of scholars."
The second disagreement was
over the tone of the statement.
Schwartz said certain portions
seemed almost condescending to
students, such as a statement
that "students should exercise
th.eir freedom with responsibility
and maturity." There was no
mention of the student role in decision-making.
Schwartz says there are a lot
of loopholes in the statement
which will have to be plugged.
But he called the statement "a
significant step forwa:rd, considering the organizations involved."
He says he will recommend that
NSA approve it at its National
Student Congress this summer.
One key to ironing out the
document's problems, Schwartz
said, is a committee which would
be established to interpret it and
apply its provisions to individual
cases. The committee will consist
of one representative from each
of the five organizations.
But an even more important
question is whether college administrations will accept the
statement. Earlier this year, a
survey by the magazine College
Management of the reactions of
225 c:o1Jege presidents to the
AA UP draft statement on student freedom showed that most
presidents agree basically with
student freedoms but fewer were
able to go along with speci1ic applications such as a completely
free student press or a free student choice of speakers.
About the statement on a free
student press, one president said:
"Our student press is :recognized
as having a definite effect on pub·
lic relations. Doesn't the AAUP
care about fund-raising?'

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
89Winrock Center
F"ICiion and Nonfiction

'-·

Paperbacks

293-1828

Childrens' Books
Bargains

OKIE JOE'S
liar & Restotirollt
1720 Central Ave. SE
(acrosa fre1m tbe U11iversily)

Complete Word robe
for Toll & Petite
I

figures

Veterans who plan w enter
school this fall should get their
eligibility certificates nQw, Ponald E. Crow, Manager of the Albuquerque Veterans Administration Office, said recently,
No payments can be made until the school certifies the veteranstudent has enrolled by return·
ing the certificate to the VA.
The VA e:&pects a large number of veterans to enter school
this :fall, Crow said. Veterans
who get their eligibility certificates early will receive payments
when due. If the certificate is not
obtained in advap.ce of registration payments will be delayed several weeks.

I

I

l

Psychodramatic

c/2o.... "ewr~uesa

CERRILLOS,

N. M.

r•tro 1 ilti0 f:o
Au.): -riP a. I.a 11

Center

COFFJ;:E SHOP, DRESSES & COS'l'IJMES, PAlN'J'INGS,
AVANT-GARDE & TRADITIONAL HANDICRAFTS

SALE-JULY

OPEN 9:30-6:00 ·FRIDAY 9:30-8:00

3 PR. 994
99~

PAPER PlATES PKG. 100
Flowers Fruit & Foliage

MARKING PENS
CAPS

FELT TIP

63~

50%
25 ~

OFF

2fOR

REG. 1.49

674

ONE STOP HEADQUARTERS
FOR: INSTRUCTION BOOKS AND MATERIALS FOR
CRAFTS, ARTS, AND HOBBIES. For work in Feathei'
Crepe, Tissue, Swisstraw, Ribbon, Flowers Candle Making'
Liq~id Resin Casting. Cookirt Crystals,. CIMioille, Crafuticks;
Papier Mache, Marbles, DeCoupage, Bc!ads, Sequins, Jewels,

Styrafoam, Braids, ~ Foarn, Felt, Glazes, Stains, Gold Leaf
Prmts, Molds, FabriC Flowers, Jewelry, Paints, Dips Many

ManyMore.

'

We Have a New and
Complete Line of Feathers
All colors and styfes

Complefll color ranga in 2-oz. 0t1on Wintuck - MofiCOI'I
Mohspun, Antron/Wool end Rug Val'l'l. Evert size rliltllh
made. Koit or crochet. Single, double, circula' or Jumper.

·_HUNDREDS OF KNIT OR CROCHET PATTERN BOOKS

Want to impr~ss an 11 extra-special" date?
This is th~ place •.. your favorite drink
and our pleasant atmosphere, our goodtasting food all lend themselves to an
evenirtg of extra-special enjoyment,

I

95-Winrocl< Center

235 Colors 4-oz. Wool
75 Colors 4-oz. Orion
Coats & Clark, Rid Heart, American Dawn & Majesty.

We Make Your Date Special

I

Sidewalk Aloha
July 20, 21 , 22

MAJESTY WOOL 4oz.
87~
4-0Z.· OR LON SAYELLE Dawn & Red Heart 99tf
MOHSPUN OR LON oawn- 2-oz.
&7t
Ojo De Dios instruction Sheets
(Eyes of God)
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Legislative Problems Plague .~:.~ch~!_ Corps
WASHINGTON D.O. (CPS)
At a small colle~e in Texas the
director of a Teacher Corps project works witho:u.t pay because
''when I .see t,he. fai~~ our people
have shown I c~n··~ rilh out."
· In the same prOJ~ct one volun-

financial reasons, although one
Teachers Corps officials thinks
they may come back if funds are
authorized by Congress.
·
The authorizing legislation
moved closer to renewal last week
w~en the House Sp.ecial Su:Cotx;:·
0

omist John Kenneth Galbraith
and Senators Gaylord Nelson
(D.-Wis.) and Edwar~ M. K~~-.
nedy (D.-Mass.) are ~xvell ere xt
for originating the 1dea .of the
Corps: which has three maxn purposeT
'd bette
portun-

~~r t:~t~~~~: !~ll:r;~ =~:~e! ~!~her ~or!~u:~o;f =~ mai~ i~f;; f~t~~~~:tion ~ dl~advantweek stipend.

.higher educatxon

f>i:ll an~ . ap

~ ctuld~~n'

·

to

$ h Con ress has apen othe: $3 8 million
:oprl!l
a~e present program
mam 1 ~ · f months and also
for : c~up e 0w projects But be;!~! t~e e~e:~ber Corps' can use
that ,3,8 million Congress has to
.

Sm~et ~

:a.

b::::

"t~~:J~

:;::etw!::!r
the
With that bill moving closer to

HERBERT F. THOMPSON

school districts to the program.
reg-

:~~v~nc~~~f~:;si:~:~t :~~tx~;:: ~~e ~~he co~ps' sf:o~ges~ ~riti~s: teache~~iU.~~fie~v~rttea~~~~ts~r- =~~:r~::~:o~u:~l 3:~s!::~-t~! !_~;~ ~a~u~:c~::s;:o~~:~~e~ ;:Ws~:
ban sl

P

Y

~

. Johnson Propos
Prestdent Johnson first proposed the Teache.r Co;'-'ps to Con~r~ss
in 1965. Legtslat!On authorlzmg
its creation was passed, _but the
House refused~ appropnate any
money to ru!l 1t.
In the sprmg o~ ~966 (C~ng$~;s~
approved $9.5 mllhon
million asked by Johnson) for
training volunteers and the
Te~che.r Corp~ ;'-'ushed 1,600 recrUlts mto trammg centers on 42
coJlege campuses.
In October C_o~gres~ approved
another $7.5 mllho~, J~t ~rely
enough to keep the eac er · orps
going through June 1967.

°

·

propriation bill will probably also
go through, though it is likely· to
provide less than what Johnson
has asked.
Why has Congress been so balky about approving the Teacher
Corps?
Increasing Inftuenee
M
e the Corps as another
anr s~ .
. f d ral in
examp ~ 0 dncr:~smg e ~
at
fluence m e uca !On, espema11
rhe 1 elRentary ta~!Id ~ec~~ ~~~
e':e s. epresen IVe re
ale
satd the Corps could cause mo~um
prob~ems ,..a~ong .~th~\· sand
~~~ e~d" JU~ ~~d In~:~~~~ fede ICa
. w 0 •1
•
'
eral help m gettmg thetr masters

J

1

the National Education Association showed that 80 per cent of
school superintendents and prin·
cipals thought• the rest of their
staff had reacted favorably to the
Teacher Corps.
One si<le effect of the program
has apparently been an increased
emphasis on innovations in teacher education In a poll of school
and university officials, 75 per
cent said the Teacher Corps js a
better way of training teachers
than any other they have used.
In the colleges included in the
poJI
per cent of the courses
37 Teacher Corps interns
off:red
h d
been offered before
a never
·
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I

I

I

I
I
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Tl1e "Lecture Under the Stars"
se1•ies, sponsored by UNM, will
introduce listeners to "Enchanting Japan" through William
Crowley, traveler and lecturel', on
Monday, July 17, at 8 p.m.
C1·owley's speech, which will be
heard in the Union Ballroom, will
be accompanied by a color film.
He will give insight into modern-day Japan and its people
through their work, art, and recreation. Crowley has written
articles for several national
magazines and has lectured to
many audiences.
He studied at the Sorbonne in
Paris; International University,
Spain; Laval University, Quebec,
Canada; Sophia University; and
in Tokyo, Japan.

Richard Finn Tomasson, an
Associate Professor of Sociology
at the University of Illinois, has
been appointed Chairman of the
Department of Sociology at
UNM.
Dr. Tomasson received his B.A.
degree (in Chemistry and Mathematics) at Gettysburg College,
his M.A. degree (in Sociology
and History) at the University of
Illinois, and his Ph.D, degree (in
Sociology and Demography) at
the University of Pennsylvania.
He also attended New York Uni·
versity.
He has had many scholastic
honors and fellowships and served as an officer in the U.S. Army
Security Agency during a twoyear hitch in the U.S. Armed
Forces. He was a Fulbrir;ht Research Scholar at Uppsala University (Sweden) in 1964-65. He
is a Fellow or Member of Swedish
and American Sociological Societies.
Dr. Tomasson is finishing a
book, "Swedish Society," and will
have a paper, "Student Politics in
Scandanavia," published soon. His
doctoral dissertation was entitled

· It is very difficult sitting here morrow I'm taking her flowers."
this hot July evening with birds How many of us can even imagine
rioting in the trees and stereo "that?
softly playing, to assess the true
We Ignore Poverty
meaning of poverty and deprivaNo, the romance, pathos, love,
tion, of Jove and human compas- and hate that 0. Henry found in
sion after all the shams, preju- poverty and deprivation appear
dices, and superficiality of every- too often to most of us as only
day life has been stripped away. coarseness, physical filth, and
It can be painfully difficult bestupidity, or worse of all, we elect
cause we live in such a material, to ignore it all together. Neverconsumer-oriented society where theless, ·this is the way too much
one too often worries about such of the world is, and it is because
trivial things, such as whether to of this that I believe that there
buy a Mustang this year or next should exist an immutable law
or the length of boy's hair. How- that would state: one should hold
ever, once in a very rare while in the mind two opposite ideas;
the reality of life can be brought the first, the acceptance of life,
close to home and it is then that totally with rancor, as it is and
one stops and wonders, just what men as they are, In light of this,
is it all about?
injustice would appear to be commonplace but it is here that the
Awareness Through Letters
For me, this awareness has been second idea comes into play,
through the letters written by namely that men should not be
members of the Amigo's Anony- complacent and should fight these
mous who are presently working
their strength.
injustices
with allhowever,
fight begins,
in the
on various community develop- The
ment projects in distant· Michoa- heart and is a little thing caUed
can, Mexico. These letters are so love.
full of passionate concern for
Abundance of Love
the people that they have rePerhaps one Amigo explained
vealed, for me, a small insight it best for all of them in these
not only into the char~cters pf final words:
"We're beginning to know some
OXFORD, Miss. (CPS)-Stuthe authors but just how difficult
life can be, and just what the of the people, and the kids. They dents and faculty of the Univerharsh realities of it are. Thus are all over the place. They fol- sity of Mississippi have filed a
I've begun to question the pur- low you in packs, their curious suit against that state's recently
pose of life. Is it to lead the most big, brown eyes watching you, adopted speaker ban.
comfortable existence and make They're shy, but they like to be
The speaker ban, adopted by
as much money as possible ? I teased and they laugh and giggle. the Mississippi State College
think not. Perhaps it is in the These people have an abundance Board last November, prohibits
words of John F. Kennedy that of love-probably the only thing speakers who "will.do violence to
I find some meaning: "to right that they have plenty of from the academic atmosphere, or perwrongs, to matter, to care, to what I've seen. They are very sons in discrepute in the area
make some small difference be- poor. I only hope that we can do from whence they come and those
cause you have lived.'' Certainly something for them.''
persons charged with crimes and
the Amigos must believe this, - - - - " - - - - - - - - - - moral wrongs."
otherwise they wouldn't be in
The suit charges that this poMexico.
licy is aimed at Aaron Henry,
Language A Barrier
state president of the National
This, however, can make life
Association for the Advancement
at times a very difficult struggle
of Colored People. Henry,faces a
and the language problem alone
morals charge filed against him
Enrollment in the Summer Ses- in 1962 by a white hitchhiker
can be an almost insurmountable
barrier. These words show only sion reached 4,608 at 5 p.m. Fri· who says Henry made improper
too clearly what I mean: "It is day, June 23.
advances to him after giving him
This figure, it was announced a ride. That case was sent back
so hard to communicate. Especially here-knowing you can by the Registrar's Office, was un- to Mississippi courts once by the
only speak of things, ne\Ter ideas official. Additions and subtrac- U.S. Supreme Court but was re-waking in the morning and tions to the figure will be made cently upheld again by the State
realizing you must forget the until August, it was stated.
Supreme Court.
Last year's Summer School endreams and begin thinking in a
The students and faculty filed
strange combination of Spanish rollment was 4,337-some six per their suit after Chancellor J. D.
and English-to be really frus- cent less than this year's unofficial Williams rescinded an invitation
trated and lonely and have some total.
to .Henry to speak on the campus
dirty, smiling little boy ask you,
th1s summer. Henry spoke earlier
over and over, questions with
this year at Mississippi State
Patronize
words you don't understand.
University and at the Mississippi
WANT ADS
Sometimes I want to yell, 'drop
Law School after the ban was
the game, speak English.' Is that
passed.
ever provincial and narrow, When
you're in a situation like this you
certainly discover a lot about
yourself-not very impressivebut real."
This author also has written of
the need to really care for and
love the humanity of all the people, and I'm certain that they all
do,
2120 CENTRAL SE
243-6954
Abject Poverty
Then there's the abject poverty
and extreme lack of sanitation;
while most of us worry over what
stereo tape to purchase, so very
many others don't even have
toilets that flush. Yes, while
most of us are pampered and pro·
tected by a multitude of insurance policies, health services,
$30 to $40
STARTS TODAY!
thousands of pills, and an army
VALUES
of doctors and nurses, there are
others who have none of this at
all, not even one nurse.
The best example of this is
found in the words ef a Red
Cross aid: "Today I assisted in a
minor operation on a woman's
arm, She's old-the wound was
2 or 3 weeks decayed before she
came to the Cruz Roja in the first
place-and now it's probably too
late. We cleaned it out-we, the
sister-nun who hasn't any nurse's
Brownsto
training and 1-cut away decom·
Beige Greens~
posing muscle and flesh. How can
I explain to you-the wound is
Checks-Stripesso wide there is no possibility of
-u-'IJ ..... ...,., " !;;orc;!§-WinflowpQQes
stiches. She'll probably lose her
arm-1 hate to think about it. To·

"Patterns in Negro-White Differential Mortality, 1930-1956."
He has taught for 10 years. His
parti~ular interest;;; at present are
in introductory sociology of education, sociology of politics, and
the comparative study of the institution;;; of the developed societies. Dr. Tomasson is a native
of New York state, married, and
the father of three children.

Music arranged by UNM students and faculty and a novelty
composition based on sounds from
a Japanese pinball machine will
be featured in a concert by the
UNM Summer Session Band on
Wednesday, July 19, at 8:15 p.m.
in the Concert Hall.
The concert will be the second
of the summer series by the Band,
which is composed of summer session students, teachers and outstanding Albuquerque high school
musicians.
Coneert Is Free
The performance is open without charge to the public.
Included in the program are
Guarnieri's "Brazilian Dance," arranged by Charles Brandebury, a
UNM music major; "Pavane Pour
U11e Infante Defunte," by Ravel,
arranged for woodwind choir by
James Thornton, music faculty
member; and Yoder's "Pachinko,"
the number inspired by a pinball
machine.
Trombones Featured
"Holiday for Trombones,'' by
Rose, features three music majors
at UNM, Dennis Andc!lson, Carl
Hammond, and George Foreman.
The group will also play works
by Sousa, Williams, Lccuona,
Weed, Denza, Conrad-Magidson
and Alfot·d's "Colonel Bogey,"
b(ltter known as the theme from
"The Bridge on the River Kwai."

great

Every litter bit hurts W@(W
Trash? Litter? Wrappers? Keep them off•the streets! You'll find litter baskets on
most streets. Stash your trash in a litter basket or take it home with you for proper
disposal. Remember-our city streets belong to all of us. Litter is an eyesore ... a
health menace·:: costs tax dollars. Every litter bit hurts ... YOU. America's beauty
is your duty. Please help
'

,

(Louis Nve-The Cleanup Man)
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(Across from Journalism Bldg.)
COIN OPERA TED
D1 y Clea11ing
<.
Laun.dry
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Dry Cleaning-Pressing

Finished Shirts

USED
•

SOVIngs

2608 CENTRAL SE

Be Sure to Visit Colorful·

OLD TOWN PLAZA
Central at Rio Grande NW
Hand Made Dolls
from all over
The World

OldTown
Indian
. Trading Post

1\•(J
The
United
Nations
Center

The oldest lndlon Shop on the plaza
Located between La Placito and
La Hacienda Restaurants
We deal only in select

Indian Crafts
242-6044

Contemporary
Southwestern
Crafts-ImportsObjects of Virtu

Josephine Skasky

Gates of Spain
Spanish and Mexican
Wrought Iron and Gifts
102 Romero

$4na . 4.
INDIAN ARTS
and
PAWN
2014 S. Plaza NW

The Most
Complete Line
of
Mexican Goods
in old town

Plaza
Primo rosa
2004 S. Plaza NW
GIFTS -

Shifts, Tents,
Square Dance Dresses

Emily Ann
Originals
Shop #2-La Hacienda Patia

Rattan Hampers

ET AL

Modern-

•

- Traditiono I

$21

(.

Published as a public service in coop&ration with The Advertising Council.
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Students Oppose
New peoker 8on

MEN•s SHOP

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
·atldt CLEANING,,

BOOKS

Summer Enrollment
Jumps Six Per Cent

U. Summer Band
At Concert Hall

·~,..~

I

.!'

.Crowley to Speak
On Modern Jopon

·••·

'I

Listen to KUNM

Richard Finn Tomasson Named Head
Of UNM Department of Sociology

To Each Mine Own

::ch:~t~u'::ti~~~~nt .!f

~:;a~~~rym~~;e
:er:pi:l~PlE !£~::!e e:J::t~~~:t;~!~~i~~
;ri~~:\f!~!E~~~Yfse~~~~r~::~~tj:h~~~e ;:!na~~~ai;:~ ~:: !~~latt~~ldac~~ !t:t~~!
orps ave reac. . .
Ed' h G e (D Ore)
To increase the number of $33 mllbon to contmue the pro- volunteers m that area as
Aet1on Expected
The Education and Labo~ Committee has approved the bxll and
sent it to the House floor where
action is expected early this week.
The Senate will then have until
the start of the Congressional recess on June 29 to approve the
bill. Majority Leader Mike Mansfield (D.-Mont.) has held a meeting with Senate leaders to make
sure that this bill and other key
legislation will get floor action
before the recess.
This is only the latest in a long
series of legislative problems
which the Teacher Corps has
faced.
Several people, including econ-

Page 7

From Illinois

The administration has tried to
meet the first objection by giving
control over the choosing of volunteers and their training to local
school authorities and colleges;
SchMis Bespe•d
As for Mrs. GreeD's objection,

of
Teacher

gram's contmued ex1stence and
financial support.
100 Quit
But Teacher Corps interns, who
spend three days a week teaching
disadvantaged children while also
working on master's degrees,
haven't all reacted so well. The
legislation authorizing the program expires June 30 and as that
day approaches volunteers drop
out every day, according to one
official. The corps lost 100 people
in the early weeks of June.
Teacher Corps officials now
think the Congressional battle
will be ,WQll,,bllt, as one said, "we
feel ·sot·ry • fot• -the innocent bystanders wlw.' got hurt," w_hen
Congress re'fused to approprtate
sufficient funds. At p1·esent there
is no money to pay stipends to the
interns being trained this sum. met· or to pay their tuition at the
50 coJleges and universities where
the sessions are held.
Colleges Waive Fees
Several of the colleges have
temporarily waived tuition for
the interns. But they can't pay
the stipends and thus many interns have had to dl'Op out for
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Makers of
HandMade
Indian Jewelry
·-oldtown-

Two Locations

Old Town Plaza
842-8022
5318 Menaul NE
265-5951
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UNM Won Three Titles
In Sports Competition

UNM's All-American, Mel Dan•
iels, center on the Lobo basket•
ball team which traveled to
New York for the National In•
vitational Tournament, was
named Outstanding Senior Ath·
Jete by the Lobo staff. For the
third year in a row Daniels set
new UNM scoring records. He
signed a pro contract after
graduation.

WANT ADS

ship and defeated Florida State,
26-20, in the Sun Bowl. Wyoming
led the nation in ruahing defense
and field goals.
Carter !tanks First
Virgil Carter, quarterback for
Brigham Young, set five new
NCAA. career and seallon records,
:ranking first in the nation for
total offense and touchdown
passes thrown. Wyoming'~! placekicker, Jerry DePoyster, bad more
successful field goals and scored
more points than any other kicker. Mark Reed, Arizona quarterback, and Vic Washington, Wyoming defensive back, were first
in passing yardage and punt returns.
New Mexico finished last in the
league w:ith a 0-5 record in conference play.
Turbulent Cage Season
Wyoming and Brighan1 Young
shared the conference title in basketball after a turbulent season
which "lacked the balance and
quality of the previous four
years," the W AO Yearbook suggests. Wyoming again won national notice, this time as one of
the teams pasted by ;formidable
UCLA on its way to the NCAA
title.
UNM's cage team, accompanied
by the vocal and attractive Chapparals, journeyed to New York's
Madison Square Garden for the
National Invitational Tournament.
UNM defeated Syracuse, then returned home after being beaten
by Jtutgers.
UNM Was Third
UNM finished the season with
a 5-5 record, third in the league
behind Wyoming and Brigham
Young.
New Mexico outdistanced Brigbam Young, 82 joints to 64, to
w:in their fourth WAC track and
field championship. The NCAA
championship meet, held at Provo,
Utah, was won by the Cougars
with 26 points, with UNM a close
second. The Lobos were fifth in
the March NCAA indoor meet,
Art Baxter set a new NCAA
record of 52' 4%" in the triple
jump to win at the Pro-vo meet,
Lobo Web Loudat placed third in
running events, with George Scott
picking up a fourth-place finish.
Scott also posted a new national
collegiate record of 8:34.4 in the
two-mile run at the West Coast
Relays.
UNM Wins Cross Country
New Mexico raced to its second
consecutive conference team title
and its third in five years in crosscountry competition. Arizona was
second. Lobo George Scott finished fourth in the NCAA meet
and Web Loudat was 17th among
189 competitors.

OLASSIFrF:D ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2,00. lnsertions
ltlU!!t be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publioatiooo Building, or telephone 277-4002 c!r
277·4102.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER storage during tbe 80111•
mer. lru!ured and bonded. Also tnle·
writer sales & service, all makeo, with
20% discllunt with this ad. Free pickup
& dell~ery. E & E Typewriter Se~iCt!,
221'1 Coal SE. Pho® 243-<0588.
HELP WANTED
GinLS over 18 wanted to demonstrate
New . Cosmetic line. Complete training.
Parttime or lull time ino:ome will de·
pend on .You. Call Mr. Ten.., 3-7 p.m.
for nppomtment1 Jlllonday tl\ru Friday.
Phone 255.0413. 7/14-8/4.
TEACHERS wanted, southwest, entire
West and Alaska, Sil.larleo $5400 up. Free
registrAtion, Southw..t Teachers Allen·
cy, 1303 Central Ave. NE.
FULL TIME-PART TIME
Girls over 18 for New Line: N""' Train·
ing: Extta high pay: Can be anpervlsot
in 2 months. Minimttlll pay $100. per
manth. Call: D" Amico EnterpriSes, 255·
4541. 7/7-8/4.
FOR SALE
1966 2·dr. Volvo, Excellent condition, AJt.
FM radio. Call 271-2214 or 242·4854. 7/14
LOOKlNG for: a New Cart Contact Lanny
Corter at Kiva Ralllbler. Hf)IJI~ phOne
208·1934. 6/16, 23, 80; 7/1,
TYPEWRITER: Brand new J>Ortable Un•
dawood . Olivetti. Pica type. Red a
Black. Phone 255·i525, 7/7, 14.
FOR RENT
FURNISHED hoU!!e :for rent. Two bd,
rltl&. & I>Ssement. Separate dinlillt
room. Ncar University. Call 268..((13 or
265·6969. 6/80: 7/1, 14.
LOOK·VISIT-lNSPECT "THE COLLEGE
INN'' lor the finest In student holl!!illlr•
Rooms of IIIXUl'Y; central air-condition•
inlt heated pool. See "THE COLLEGE
INNo' 303 Asb :N'.l!1. Phone 243·2881.

u.

UNM captured its ;fourth WAC
golf title in five years by beating
runner-up Arizona State and defending
champion
Brigham
Young. In the NCAA championships, the Lobos were ninth in
team scoring,
.BYU Wrestlers Win
Brigham Young won the W A.C
wrestling title for the second
consecutive year. UNM was last.
Arizona State was eighth and
Wyoming 11th in NCAA competition. Corley Culp of Arizona
State won the national heavyweight title and his third conference golf medal.
Arizona's Wildcats continued
their monoply in gymnastics by
capturing their fifth straight conference title, although UNM finished a close second. Arizona was
ninth in team scoring in the
NCAA championships. New Mexico's Blaise Blasko and Tom
Galioto earned national recognition in the NCAA meet.
The Utah Redskins again won
the swimming crown and placed
14th in the NCAA meet. New
conference records were set in 14
of 16 events.
The Wildcats of Arizona dethroned champion Utah for their
second tennis crown in four years.
Utah's Jim Osborne played on
the Davis Cup team on a European tour.

NEW!
CONTROVERSIAL!
EXPERIMENTAL!

Veterans Notes
Q-1 was divorced from a veteran

a short time ago. He is now in
the hospital and ill unable to make
his payments to support our two
children. Can I get VA payments
toward the support of these children?
A-If your husband bas ,more
than a 30-percent service-connected disability, and if be is receiving compensation payments
because of it, you should contact
the nearest Veterans Administrtion office and diseulls your case
with representatives there.

• ENCOUNTER
• EVERGREEN REVIEW

• REPORTER

• RAMPART
• N.Y. REVIEW OF BOOKS

• NEW REPUBLIC
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Rare in Albuquerque-to be found only at

.By GltEG MaeALEESE
The construction of a $1,'120,000 building, the addition of two members to the staff and a wider variety of course offerings are among
the improvements that the UNM biology department has made this
summer.
The new building, designed by Flatow, Moore, Bryan, and Fairburn
Architectural Firm, will be used primarily to provide the faculty w:itb
adequate research facilities. "Each faculty office is equipped with its
own private research lab," said Harold Haas, the department's administrative assistant.

Know Where You're Going?
If You Have a Problem
Regarding Your Curriculum
Or Your Career •••

Graduates Have Lab
Haas also said that the graduate assistant :facilities have been
greatly improved. "Although the
assistants are still relegated to
cubicles, they do have a joint research lab nf)w," he said.
Located directly behind the old
Biology Building, the new addition features a greenhouse, a
sunken patio and one of the best
biological museums in the Southwest.
"We plan to grow flora of the
weswrn region in our patio and
we would like to grow a diversi~
fied group of plants in our greenhouse," Haas said.

Consult

~ COLLEGE CAREER

~ COUNSELING SERVICE
265-8288

124 Washington SE

Museum Not for Public
The museum includes slides and
samples of all forms of life. 4'The
mUBCum is designed to be used
only by those who are qualified
biologists. It is not for public use
in fact, I doubt whether the pub-

Margherita M. Henning, Ph.D.

At The College Inn your math quiz
won't hinge on the card game
next door.

lie would find any interest in oul'

Or on standing in line for a ~lu>wer. Or on whether that 1863 window fan
works. The College Inn has a quiet, private, air-condilioned room lor you. And
a lounge far the ~ard ~rowd. Plenty of faclliti"s to make studying eaJier.

Study the (ldvantages of studying at The College htn.

llolsides peace and quiet, The Collt!lle Inn has
separate wings for men & women
single, double & triple occupancy
3-minut• walk to campus
Jan of off.streef free parking
roecrealionoll011nges
wall-to-wall carpeting
quality furnimings
private dining room
laundry facilitief
pe<>c:e and quiet
walk-in closets
color tv l011nges
study room
swimming pool
maid service

lhe
303 ASH ST., NE

Inn
243-2881

Beot the Heot
try Henry's

(If vou don't think SOc
Ia enough, put In aome eatr•)

Super Milk Shakes

•••r ear
ROBO(WASH.
Stag Ia

Ill ...
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museum," Haas I!Bid.
The biology department has
also hired two new instructors,
Dr. David Kidd and Dr. James
iBooth. Dr. Kidd will teach Principles of Biology, a new course
which will be required for biology majors but will not be offered
to non-majors. ".By keeping this
course segregated, we will be
able to give majora a more detaUed course, while we can slow
down and simplify our 101 and
102 courses," Haas said.
Good Year PI•nned
Dr. Booth will teach General
Bacteriology 393 and Bacterial
Physiology 460. He taught last
year at the Universit of California, while Dr. Kidd taught at
Michigan State UniversitY·
"In general, we feel that the
biology department has been
greatly improved by the addition
of the new buUding and the two
facultY members. Not only will
the facilities be better, but the
varietY of courses will also be
improved. We are loolting forward to a verj' good year," Haas
said.

Open in August

A tip on how to

Big Spenders!

U. Biology Building

Ready Next Fall

the associated students bookstore

OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT

LOBO distance-runner George
Scott set a new national collegiate record of 8:34.4 in the
two-mile run at the West Coast
Relays this spring. Scott also
finished fourth in the NCAA
cross-country race, followed by
UNM's Web Loudat itt 17th
place.

'
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By MELISSA HOW AltD
UNM led the Western Athletic
Conference this yea.r w:ith three
championships-in tx•ack and
field, cross country, and golfwhile each WAC team took top
honors in at least one sport and
each won distinction in NCAA
competition.
Wyoming's Cowboys, undefeated in WAC football competition,
won their first league champion-

i

SE

(o\trosa ft'OIII Campus)

U·.Students
Plan
Co-op BookstOre

7UNM Students
Will Attend Meet
Seven UNM students will attend the Twentieth National Student Congress to be held on the
University of Maryland campus
August 11 to 26.
The students are John Thorson,
.Bill Carr, Jim McAdams, Steve
.Black, Lee Martin, Jtusty Bauman
and Herb Thompson. .
The Congress is being held in
conjunction with the College Student Body President's conference,
and the National Student Association coordinators' conference.
The purpose of the Congress is
to gain information on what
other colleges and universities are
doing in regard to student government programs as well as national and international issues.
Events include program workshops, issue seminars, and symposia.
Each of UNM's seven representatives is doing research on
each of the symposium topics.
Among major issuea to be discussed are the CIA and its involvement with the NSA, "Secrecy
in a Free Society: the CIA."
other topics include the War
on Poverty, Viet Nam, student
power via student government,
academic freedom, international
student affairs, drugs, hippies,
and the educational environment.
Jim McAdams, 1966-67 Associated Students vice-president,
may run for national affairs vicepresident.
McAdams bas been discussing
proposed changes in the structure
of NSA with .national officers. He
will also be attendinl!: teacher and
course evaluation meetings at the
Congress.

Philosophy Club
The UNM Philosophy Club will
sponsor an open roundtable discussion on the purpose of higher
education on Thursday, July 2'1,
at 8 p.m. in the lobbY' of Hodgin
Hall.

THE BIOLOGY BUILDING'S new additi!m, scheduled to be completed in September, contains research facilities for biology department faculty members. The new buil!ling, constructed at a cost of
$1,720,000, contains private laboratories for each professor and jpint labs for graduate assistants. The
addition features a greenhouse which will be used to grow plants typical of the western U.S. A sunken
pation, foreground, and a highly specialized biology museum are also included, (Lobo photo by Pawley.)

Collision Course

·

S\)et\n\ ~r\ce CSe~

D O JJ• k t
Emphasizing Resistance · !.!~~,.!~. .:.!·

SDS Opens New Program

Students for a Democratic SoA resolution to aid servicemen
ciety, the nation's largest radical who wish to escape the armed
student organization, has em- forces is one step in the resistance
barked on a collision course with plan.
the u.s, government, the National
Aid Draft-Dodgers
Guardian, an independent newsA former vice-president de.weekly, reported last week,
scribed the implementation of the
SDS held its sixth annual con- resolution: "First, bide the guy
vention on the University of out a few weeks until his GI hairMichigan campus June 25-30.
cut grows in. Then give him your
"ltesistance is in. SDS, with draft card and write to the draft
250 chapters and about 30,000 board for another copy. After
national and local members, is that, supplied with civilian
not yet a revolutionary organiz.. clothes, he leaves for another city
tion, but that is the direction in and gets a job.
which it now seems beaded," the
"I intended it to be an illegal
resolution. We should stand for
National Guardian said.
disruption in the armed forces
Prepare for Revplt
and for soldiers going under"In four or six years, when the ground," the SDS official said.
black community is organized and
Resistance Unions
when other oppressed sections of
The
convention
delegates
the
population
are ready,
passed
a
general
anti-draft
resothoughts will increasingly tum
lution
reaffirming
their
_opposito the creation of an independent
revolutionary political :party. The tion to conscription and calling
goal some of us have in mind is to for the organization of draft-rebe ready and organized. It's where sistance unions.
"Tactics such as civil diaobedi·
we must go and where we are going1 step by step," one convention
(Continued On Page 3)
delegate said.

w:ill be given to the first 500 stu. dents, faculty and staff attendingthe Santa Fe Opera Company concert tonight in the UNM Concert
Hall.
The 500 choice seat tickets w:ill
be sold to first-comers at $1, an

advantage over the regular tic·
kets at $'1.50 and $5.50, which
will also be sold at half price for
this special performance. A few
tickets are still available today
at the Concert Hall box office.
The special engagement, to be
performed by the Santa .Fe Opera
Company orchestra, chorus and
internationally famous soloists>
will feature selections by Mozart";
Walton, Bach, and Verdi.

Film Fare
The, UNM Summer Fare '67
program has canceled the Saturday evening showings of its
Film Fare movies. The movies
will be shown only on Fridays at
6 and 8 p.m. in the Union Thea·
ter. Admission is 25 cents.
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to live up to responsibilities to on very basic issues in this state.''
A cooperative boOkstore selling .
By CHUcK REYNOLDS
Tijerina was recentlY imprisused UNM texts and other boOks
Editor's note: This is the see- two of these cultures is still far oned for"kidnnpping and assault
high,'' he added.
bas been organized by a group Olld in a series of artieles writ- too"The
matter of discrimination with intent to commit a violent
of UNM students. The nookstore ten 'by Lobo stall' members about in New Mexico is being won in felony in a courthouse raid in
wiU be located at 1808% Central the eultural }M)sition and activity the telephone directory," Dr. Uli- Tierra Amarilla, New Mexico.
of Spanish speaking segments of
The Alianza is making claims to
Ave NE and will probably open New Mexico's population, and the barri said. "When you glance historic land grants in New Mexthe telephone book and
in early August.
problems which they are facing in through
see persons with names such as ico.
Students will bring used boiJkS various areas.
Ortega, Barboa, Montoya, and
Issue in ~Edueation
to the store and set their own
New Mexico is a largely unree- Hernandez in positions of great
Ulibarri said that the issue on
ognized propaganda laboratory importance, then you can see a broad seale revolves lar-gely
p. rices. The store will keep 10 per which
could .be put forth as an where the matter is being won,'1 around the question of bi-lingual
cent of i\.:4 sales profits, return- example of three diverse cultures he said.
education. <~The bi-lingual ap•
ing the rest to the student. Man· living together with a high degree
"But everything possible must proach in some areas of New
agers of the store. hope to have of harmony, l)r. Sabine Reyes he done to improve the situation Mexican education is indispensSome wholesnle books available.
Ulibarri said in a recent inter- in its critical areas,'' he added.
able," he said.
The bookstore is located in the view.
"It is the obligation of the
Tijerina Jtejected
beadquatters ~f the 'Y"iet. Nam
Dr. Ulibarri is an associate
Uliba-rri said that he definitely school systems to teach its pupils
Summer commd;tee but 111 not con- professor in the UlltM Spanish could not approve of the methods now to read and write," he said.
neeted with that group, said department, and a native of used recently in northern New '*It is far more efficient to teach a
Larry Russell, a . UNM student Tierra Amarilla.
Mexico by Jteyes Tijerina, leader ·· · St~anish-speaking child to read in
who is organizing the store. Prof·
ProblemB Still Exist
of the Alianza Federates de Mer• • Spanish which is phoneticallY
its will be u$1!d in overhead costs
' 1But the pertentage of victims ,cedes, but "he put the .apo.tlight " more· correct "than English," he
for running the store, he said. · · · ' ot the problems eau~ by tailur~ .

added.
Once a child learns to read ~.,
the language of his immediate·
environment, it is an P8ier and
more effective step to learn
spoken and written English, be
said.
Teachers Juggled
"Elven here in. Albuquerque, we
could juggle the well-trained Hispano teachers tO a very efficient
use of the right personnel for the
areas that need bi-lingual educa·
tion with a minimum of expense
and effort," he added.
Ulibarri ~pressed optimism
about possibilities for the actual·
ity of bi-lingual education in New
Mexico and cited some pilot projects organized by the director of
the Bi-lingual division of the
New Mexico Board of Education,
Henry Pascuan, as hopeful e?t·-,
amples of progress.

